Thus assured of succour from Devi Lalita, the devas were filled with great joy
and strength; and they became aware of Devi's tender mercy from moment to
moment!
HAYAGRIWA: No sooner had Lalita pronounced these boons than there arrived
Brahma accompanied by munis. Vishnu followed on Garuda, and Sankara on Nandi,
accompanied by more munis, all eager and excited with great expectations. Then
came Rambha, Menaka, and other apsaras followed by crowds of devas, Yakshas,
Garudas, Viswavasu and other Gandharvas.
After they had all worshipped Devi, Brahma instructed Viswakarma to erect a
beautiful city for Devi - impregnable to daityas. While this construction was underway,
there arrived Durga the Adhi-devata of all Mantras, Syama the Adhi-devata of ail
vidyas, Brahmi and other Matrikas, accompanied by their many attendant Saktis
and crores ofYoginis, Anima and other Siddhi-devatas, Bhairavas, Kshetrapalakas,
Pramadhas led by Maha-Sastha, Ganapati, Vatuka and Virabhadra Mahaviras. All
of them made obeisance to Devi Lalita and were struck by Her glorious beauty,
Tejas and Power.
The great Viswakarma completed Sri Nagara consisting of many prakaras with
aboctes for elephants, horses and chariots, shining resplendent with broad and
magnificient roadways leading to the Central Palace from the surrounding residences
of ministers, armies, purohits and attendants. The Central Paiace was a magnificent
one with all entrances adorned with Gopuras, clustered with glorious rest-houses,
leading to the Durbar HaSI with the Lion-throne of Chintamani gems capable of yielding
one's desires. Seeing this unique throne most beautiful and magnifient, Brahma
began to wonder how Devi Lalita could be crowned on this excellent throne without
a spouse by her side for the creation and welfare of the worlds! Looking around him
for the most handsome of the Gods he could not find anyone fairer than Sankara;
but the latter's apparel did not appear particularly auspicious with his ornaments of
snakes and skulls besmeared with ashes.
SRI
While Brahma was cogitating thus, there appeared, all of a sudden, a celestial
form, self-created, more handsome than a crore of cupids (Manmadha) put together.
Bedecked in celestial clothes, anointed with sandal paste ornamented with crown,
necklace, keyura and kundalas, he attracted the attention of one and all. Brahma
rushed up to him and led the youthful Kamesvara to the presence of the Devi. The
result of the exchange of glances between Kamesvara and Lalita was akin to the
attraction between the opposite Poles of a Mighty magnet. Each seemed to be the
complement of the other, longing for mutual embrace. No wonder, Kamesvara
materialised soon after the manifestation of Lalita • His counterpart!
Feeling happy over this turn of events, Brahma addressed Devi thus in gentle
tones: " 0 Jagadamba! Here are assembled all devas, rishis, gandharvas, and
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